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ARWC Leader Board Reshuffle

Sunday, 15 November 2009

Kiwi's loose team mate.  As the Adventure Racing World Championship moves into the
penultimate leg of the 910km race, there's been some major changes at the top of the standings
which includes Kiwi's who have lead the race.

Nike Beaver Creek - with Kiwi's Chris Forne & George Christison, paired up with Americans Mike
Kloser & Monique Merrill (Google the Americans, they are legends in many sports):

Nike's reign at the top of the ARWC leader board has ended, that's not to say they aren't actually leading as word from the
field is that Nike have points not totaled on the leader board.

Nike have been the quickest team on course picking up
the most CP's and bonuses, so hopefully they can continue
this pace for two more stages till the finish line.

Orion Health>>

Photos: ARWC 

Orion Health (defending world champions) - Wayne Oxenham, Stu Lynch, Anna Berthelson & Brent Edwards

There's a couple of things you hope don't ever happen in an adventure race, get lost, injured, run out of food/water and
.....loose a team mate.  Somehow in the first trek of stage 5, a short 10km walk Wayne went AWOL from his team.  With five
days racing under their feet and possibly less hours sleep, anything can happen and unfortunately for Orion, Wayne walked one
way and the team another. 

This will impact the team's results, if they are lucky
enough to be allowed to stay in the race and may have
already lost points on the leg.  Full details from what we
know about the incident are below. 

Nga Rakau - Mark Struthers, Tim Cochrane, Neil Kerrison & Fiona McBryde

We discover that Neil Kerrison has an eating disorder, ordering then eating all the food in a café...more below on this subject
from Annie They are trucking along making the stage cut-offs and picking up a few CP's along the way, presently in 33rd place.

Helly Hansen are looking really good which will be excellent
news for that team who have been in and around
adventure racing for a long time (regular race watchers
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may recall them racing previously as Aberdeen Asset
Management).

With less than 100kms to go MTBing and Trekking, I'm
sure it will be packed with even more action and drama in
the CP grab to the finish.

 

 

Below is a round up of news feed through early today from Team Orion's support crew (Karyn & Roy) on location and also
Annie who's following the race.

Orion Support crew - Karyn & Roy

Well Orion arrived off the water at approx 10.30, very cold and wet. I am still not entirely sure what happened but it seems
Orion was walking with another team, some went one way around something (Maybe a checkpoint) and Wayne the other. After
searching for a bit the others contacted the organizers who started a search themselves but within half an hour Nike walked
past Wayne and he went with them to the start of the kayak where the others were waiting. There hasn't really been any
discussion about penalty times or points so I am unclear as to where they stand. However they are leaving it very fine to make
the next trek cut off at 2 pm. They would have to do the ride missing the bonus in 2.45 hrs which is taking other teams
around 4 hrs to complete. They could be conservative and collect the 2 mtb bonus' dropping the (?4 checkpoints and 1 bonus)
on the trek. Hopefully Nike who left 15 mins before will be in the same boat, or try and make the cut off and fail resulting in
dropped bonus' on the mtb too. I am not sure how they will stack up against other teams who missed earlier points but made
the cut off in time as I have no results here and we cannot leave here until Orion reaches the end of the mtb section. Will let
you know as I find out.
K

Reports from Annie ...
Interesting goings-on in the night

It was a night of action at TA4. After the flurry of activity around Nike's arrival and hasty departure - the TV cameraman loved
the footage - said you could cut the tension in the air with a knife - there was more to come later in the morning.

Rumours were flying at the end of the kayak, that Orion had 'lost' a team member last night. My unofficial version of the
rumour is thus...

After their sleep out of the transition, Orion headed out on the 12km trek to the top of the river, and somewhere en-route,
when they were with one or more other teams, people split to walk either side of a building. Another team was walking behind
Orion, and Stu, Brent and Anna didn't realise for a time that Wayne was no longer with them.

When they realised that Wayne was missing, and searching was unsuccessful, they pulled out their emergency phone and
reported that they'd misplaced him. Sometime in the next couple of hours, Nike came across Wayne in the bush, and led him
to the top of the kayak where he was reunited with the team.

We're not sure whether this will incur a penalty, and what form it will take. Will probably depend on how loudly Nike protest.

Nike arrived at the end of the river about 10 minutes ahead of Orion. Both of them had only got the easy CPs on the leg. Nike
were freezing and having trouble sorting their gear to take on the next leg. Brent and Anna looked chirpy, Stuart and Wayne a
bit groggy. Best comment was from Stu when Karyn informed him that there would likely be a gear check on the next leg and
they should double-check they had all their compulsory gear ... Stu replied 'it's ok, we've got Wayne now'.

 
 Middle of Stage 5

Nga Rakau just came through the end of the Stage 3 Leg 3 MTB. They only picked up the easy CPs, as they still have to fit a
35km trek, 65km MTB and 25km trek into the last 21 hours.

Neil is feeling a little bit toasted at the moment, apparently when things got desperate on the last leg, they stopped at a cafe
for coffee. Mark pointed to a tray of food in the cabinet and asked him which things he'd like, he said 'probably all of it'. Which
they did. Then ... story according to Mark ... some old local chaps came in and asked in Portugese the equivalent of 'where the
f&%k is all the food ?'. The old duck behind the counter pointed at Nga Rakau's table and replied in Portugese the equivalent of
'those greedy pricks'.

Orion and Nike will also be shortening this MTB, as there's a 2pm cutoff here, and it will be fairly tight. It's 1:26pm now, and
neither are here yet.
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